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PUMP ISSUE
RETURNS

FUEL TANK!

We are a month now after we thought we had fixed the
pump issue coming loose but on a day of filming the

pump seem to of come loose again we tightened it up at
the side of the road again as normal. This normally

sorts the issue but after just five minutes the vibrations
came back though the throttle pedal so after stopping
in Salford to check it we found that the bolt was still
tight but the bracket for the throttle cable was loose

but at the side of the road we was unable to locate why
and where it was loose. Deciding to carrying on nursing

it onward to our base where the issue can be looked
into further.

The image above shows the pump the nut that
you can see bent is suppose to be holding the
pump in however as you can see it isn't even

worse there is no pump housing where the stud
and nut is! What does this mean? Well sadly it
means the pump is completely junk now and

what we was trying to avoid is going to have to
happen which is the pump has to come out and

be replaced at great cost.

We suspected we had gained a fuel leak since the
MOT but wasn't sure due to wet roads etc but after
a few days of dryness and running we were pretty

sure we had a leak and how correct we was the
wetness and fuel was eating what remained of the
fuel tank and as it was taken out more and more

leaks were found, there was several under the tank
straps and once removed though the tank stayed in

place the fuel that was remaining didn't. On a
upside we managed to suck out a massive 110 litres
that was in the tank who knows how much we have
lost but we had a lot more then we thought. This
tank is out now and also need replacing at a large

cost.
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CRANK COVER

MAKING TH
MOST OF IT

The other problem we had was a minor
oil leak that was coming from the crank
case cover from when Jordan last had it
off on his own. However that was worse
was how bad we discovered the leak was.
there was little sealant on the bottom of
the cover meaning it was only friction
that was holding the oil in. The list of
stuff is massive and we aim to have it all
done over winter and this is a massive
task for us but as we are not in a massive
rush should be easy enough.

While the fuel tank is out it leaving us with
this massive hole with access to areas we

wouldn't normally have. So lets make use of it
while we raise funds for the tank we are going
to tidy and paint the chassis ensuring then that
the chassis is looked after and will last longer
as you can see there is some corrosion but not

too much that can't be treated before
replacement is needed. You can also see the

nice new top plate in this picture,



OUR SHOP

MEMBERSHIP

DONATIONS

We have a brand spanking new shop
which you can check out at
www.mancbuses.com/shop

 
This is still being built and more

products added.

This is more important than ever at the
moment with all the costs we are going

to be having while replacing the the
parts needed we aim to bring members

special content. 
www.Mancbuses.com/supporting-us

We are always on the look for
tools etc if you have anything

you don't need and would like to
donate to us please contact us by

email
Admin@mancbuses.com


